Abstract. The aim of this paper is to present a new method of the proof of an analytic characterization of functions convex in the positive direction of the imaginary axis. In fact, the authors of [HS] distinguished three subclasses of CV(i), denoted here by CV, CV + and CV~. They analytically characterized functions in CV and, by analogy, they proposed analytic formulas for functions in CV + and CV~ without detailed proofs. These were given by Ciozda in , where the class LQ of functions called there convex in the negative direction of the real axis was examined. In order to be in accordance with notations in [HS] we rename functions in LQ as convex in the positive direction of the real axis (shortly, -convex). An univalent function / in B is convex if
{u; +1 : t > 0} C /(B) for every w G /(B). Applying the Caratheodory kernel theorem Ciozda gave an analytic characterization of the class LQ. Since / G LQ if and only if if G CV + (-if G CV~) , this yields characterizations for the classes CV + and CV~.
An alternative proof of an analytic formula for functions in CV + called convex in the positive direction of the imaginary axis (3 + -convex) was demonstrated in [L] . The method of the proof in [L] was based on the Julia lemma [J] which allows to show the key property of 3 + -convex functions that convexity is preserved on each oricycle in B.
0.2. The aim of this paper is to present a new proof of an analytic characterization of 3 + -convex functions, i.e. functions in CV + . Although we use some ideas from [L] , the proof demonstrated in this paper is new, different from those in [HS] , , [L] and self-contained. On the other hand, this approach continues and completes the technique applied in [L] .
Preliminaries
For each ZQ G C and r > 0 let B(zo,i") = {z £ C : \z -ZQ\ < r. Let B = B(0,1) and T = <9B.
For each k > 0 let denote the disk in B called an oricycle. The boundary circle dO k is tangent to T at 1.
The set of all nonconstant analytic functions in B is denoted by A. Its subset of univalent functions in B is denoted by S.
3
+ -convexity [L, pp. 2-4] that for an arbitrary domain ft G Z + there exists a specific null-chain (C n ) which defines the unique prime end Poo(^) having the property that oo is its unique principal point (see [P, p. 33] ). To be readable and self-contained we place here again the construction of a null-chain (C n ) shown in [L] , CONSTRUCTION OF A PRIME END FOR AN 3+-CONVEX DOMAIN. Recall that a crosscut C of a domain G C C is an open Jordan arc in G such that C = CU{a, 6}, where a, b G dG.
It was shown in
Let ft G Z + .
1. Assume first that ft is neither a strip nor a half-plane with the boundary parallel to the imaginary axis. Then there exists WQ £ <9ft such that /[luo, 7T/2]\{tuo} C ft. For each t G (0, oo), set C{t) = {iy € C : \W-WQ\ = t}. It is clear that ft D C(t) / 0 for every t G (0, oo). By [P, Proposition 2.13], for each t G (0, oo) there are countably many crosscuts of ft each of which is an arc of the circle C(t). Let Q(t) C C(t) be the crosscut of ft, i.e. a component of C(t), containing the point WQ + it. By [P, Proposition 2.12], il\Q(t) has exactly two components. One of them denoted by fto(t) contains the half-line l[wo + it, 7r/2] \ {wo + it}-Moreover Q(t) = ft D dflo(t). Let now (i n ) be a strictly increasing sequence in (0, oo) such that lim n^o o t n = oo. We have Observe that (b) is equivalent to the inclusion J7o(in+i) C fio(tn) for every n G N ( [P, p. 29] ).
From (a)-(c) it follows that (C n ) = (Q(t n )) is a null-chain of fl (see [P, p. 29] ). The equivalence class of the null-chain (C n ) (see [P, p. 30] ) is independent on the choice of wq and defines a prime end denoted by poo(Q).
2. Let £i be a vertical strip of width d > 0. Let wo G dfi. For each t G (d, oo), set C(t) = {w G C : \w -w 0 \ = t}. It is clear that ft n C(t) ± 0 for every t G (d, oo). Observe that ftnC(i) is the union of two disjoint circular arcs Q + (t) and Q~(t). Let Q + (t) = {w G ft n C(t) : Imw > Imw 0 } and let w\(t) and W2(t) be its endpoints. Let fto(i) C ft be the domain bounded by is a null-chain of ft. The equivalence class of the null-chain (C+) is independent on the choice of WQ and defines a prime end denoted by ^¿(ft).
In a similar way the sequence (Q~(t n )), where Q~(t n ) -{w G fir\C(t n ) : Imffi < Imffio}, is a null-chain which represents another prime end different from p+,(ii).
In the considerations below, the prime end p+(f2) will also be denoted by Poo (ft)-3. Let now i) be a half-plane with the boundary parallel to the imaginary axis. Let wo G dQ.. For each t G (0, oo) let C(t) = {w G C : |u; -wo| = t}. It is clear that Q(t) = Q fl C(t) is a half-circle for every t > 0. Considerations similar to those above show that the sequence (Q(t n )), for an arbitrary strictly increasing sequence (t n ) in (0, oo) such that lin^-^ t n = oo, forms a null-chain of Cl which represents a prime end denoted by Poo(ft)-
In this way we construct, for every domain Q in Z + , a unique prime end 
(f(z)+it 0 )).
We will prove that f~l{f{z)
The inclusion l[f(z n ), 7r/2] C /(Ofc) shows that f{z n )+ito G /(Ofc) for every n G N. Therefore, for every n G N there exists £ n G Ofc such that f(z n )+ito = /(£n)-Namely, by the univalence of /, we have £ n = f~1{f(z n )+ito) 1 n G N.
Since (f(z n )) is a sequence in /(Ofc) convergent to /(z), we obtain
n-t-oo n-• oo Hence and from the fact that f(z) + ¿¿o € /(D) it follows that the sequence
This proves our claim.
2. We see from (3.2) that f(z) + it G /(Ofc \ {1}) for t > 0. Hence
This proves (3.1).
• Now we will prove the converse theorem. Proof. 1. Suppose that there exists ZQ G D such that (3.1) is an equality. Then by the maximum principle for harmonic functions the equality holds in the whole disk D, i.e. there exists a G R such that Since f(z) and wz are distinct endpoints of the curve {f(z) + it : t G (0,iz)} on 3/(0^), which in view of (3.8) is either a line segment or a halfline, from (3.7) and [P, Proposition 2.14] it follows that This contradicts the definition of tz and shows that z* = 1. Hence and from (3.9) we conclude that, for every z € Ok, is as t -> tz. Since /, as a normal function, by Lehto-Virtanen Theorem [P, p. 71] , has at most one asymptotic value at 1 which is unique, then from (3.10) and (3.11) we deduce that (3.12) wZl = wZ2
for every zi, Z2 G Ok-Suppose that wZl 00, for some z\ G Ok-Let 22 G Ok, z 2 be arbitrary. By (3.12) we have w Zl = w Z2 ^ 00. Thus in view of (3.8) we see that tZl < 00, tZ2 < 00 and where c = tZl -tZ2. Since f(z\) f(z2) by the univalence of /, we can assume that c > 0. Observe that from (3.13) and (3.8) it follows that c G (0,tzi). Therefore using once again (3.13) we have 
